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published), estimated the total chicken meat industry’s contribution to Victorian Gross State
Product in 2017-18 approached $1.5 billion - $680 million generated by the chicken meat
industry directly and $805 million generated in other sectors of the Victorian economy.
The same analysis revealed that direct employment in the Victorian chicken meat industry was an
estimated 5,105 FTE jobs, with flow-on activities creating a further estimated 13,081 FTE jobs. This
resulted in a total employment contribution of 11,243 FTE jobs by the chicken meat industry in
Victoria.
Furthermore, the chicken meat sector’s contribution to specific regional economies and
employment is considerable. For example, the chicken industry was determined to contribute 2%
of Gross Regional Product and 1.8% of employment in the Bendigo region.
The chicken meat industry in Victoria is primarily located in the Mornington Peninsula, Geelong
and Bendigo areas, as per the map below (provided courtesy of the ACMF, see:
https://www.chicken.org.au/structure-of-the
industry/#Geographical location of the Industry).

Chicken meat farms, where chickens grow from day-olds until they are ready for processing, are
generally sited within 200km of the processing plant which they supply, which in Victoria are
located at Broadmeadows and Geelong, Bendigo and Somerville, in the Mornington Peninsula.
The outcome of this is that, unlike many other Victorian livestock industries, chicken meat
production tends to take place in relatively close proximity to major urban centres and close to
Melbourne in particular, making the industry highly accessible to the largely city-based
membership of animal activist groups, and therefore particularly exposed to the attention and
potential unlawful activities of animal activists.
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transport), distressing for staff (in particular, truck drivers who have to safely negotiate the
protesters) and management (who need to be aware of and concerned for the safety of
protesters who often attempt to climb up on the loads of birds being delivered) and a significant
burden on the cost of running the business (as a result of staff being required to manage traffic
flow and the safety of the protesters).
There have also been instances of trespass onto processing plant property, requiring processing
lines to be stopped until the trespassers have been removed from the premises.
In the majority of the situations referred to above, police have been at least notified, if not called
to manage the situation and move the protesters or trespassers on or to a safer location.
However, despite the fact that trespass in many such cases has occurred or is currently actively
occurring, the incident has not resulted in police enforcement of trespass laws.
b) Workplace health and safety and biosecurity risks, and potential impacts of animal activist
activity on Victorian farms, to Victoria’s economy and international reputation.
A mentioned above, protesters and trespassers often put themselves (and others) at personal
risk through their actions – for example by climbing onto elevated facilities to try and take
photos of birds being delivered to processing plants, or placing themselves in the path of moving
vehicles – and it is virtually impossible for a farmer, truck driver or personnel at processing plants
to stop this behaviour, particularly as there are usually a number of activists involved. As much as
a person at the business may try to manage these risks to human safety, they are often
powerless to do so, by virtue of the scale of the reckless behaviour and numbers of persons
engaging in the activity.
The biosecurity risks posed by unauthorised entry on to farms are very real. Animal activists who
claim that biosecurity is used as an ‘excuse’ or ‘smokescreen’ by livestock industries to
supposedly ‘hide’ what happens on farms from the public, clearly have no concept of the
investment by the chicken meat industry in particular in biosecurity. Chicken meat producers in
Victoria implement strict biosecurity protocols across our all their facilities to protect the health
and welfare of millions of birds. Illegal incursions corrupt these protocols and put at risk the
health of the birds, the wellbeing of the families that care for them and the viability of these
enterprises.
Biosecurity measures in place across the mainstream chicken industry include requirements
placed on staff to have no poultry at home, stand-down periods for staff or visitors who have
visited other poultry facilities or are returning from overseas or have experienced recent
gastrointestinal or flu-like disease, requirements for protective and/or clean clothing and
footwear for visitors entering chicken facilities, use of disinfectant footbaths and hand sanitising
prior to entry into chicken sheds, and a raft of other measures aimed at minimising the risk of
poultry diseases or food safety pathogens being introduced to farms and spreading between
farms. It’s not perfect - chicken farms aren’t hospitals - and we don’t always get our biosecurity
measures exactly right 100% of the time, but the chicken industry takes biosecurity extremely
seriously and has shown that it is prepared to invest significantly in it.
The importance of biosecurity in ensuring food safety has also recently been brought into focus
as a result of outbreaks of Salmonella Enteritidis on a number of Australian egg farms (n.b. no
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meat chicken farms implicated), requiring the introduction of regulatory enforcement of specific
biosecurity measures in one state in particular.
By illegally trespassing and not following the strict protocols required to enter meat chicken
farms or facilities, activists are threatening the security and safety of our food supply. Such
actions also threaten the productivity of our farm businesses and, should serious poultry or
zoonotic disease be introduced or spread as a result of biosecurity breaches caused by
unauthorised farm entries, our access to export markets.
Quite apart from the biosecurity risks associated with unauthorised entry of activists onto farms,
there are also risks of property damage – for example, in gaining illegal access to facilities or
damage to water lines, drinkers, feeders, ventilation or other shed equipment during the
occupation of housing.
The welfare of birds themselves can also be jeopardised by such actions, particularly in instances
where unauthorised entries occur at night and torches or other unfamiliar light sources are used
to attempt to illuminate the shed for the purpose of capturing images, causing alarm, panic and
‘pile-ups’ in the flock. The VCMC is aware of an instance (n.b. not in Victoria) where just such a
situation occurred, following a shed break-in, resulting in 1,400 birds dying from smothering. This
incident was notified to police.
One consequence of the activities of animal activists, not referred to in this term of reference of
the inquiry, is the very significant, often long term, impact that their actions can have on the
mental health of farmers, their families and staff. Chicken farmers usually live on their farms, and
their family residence is usually quite close to the facilities in which their birds are kept. As a
result, their families are often directly exposed to and affected by trespass, and even by protest
activities that may occur at the gates of the property.
The anguish farmers are put during the invasion and after the event is significant. While it is
common to hear of the psychological impacts on the victims of home invasion, this consequence
for lawfully operating farmers and their families affected by a farm trespass by animal activists
tends to go unrecognised, whereas in reality there is no difference between the two scenarios
except that it tends to occur on a larger scale in the case of trespass onto a farm and is more
likely to be broadcast more widely and portrayed less honestly by the perpetrators.
c) Animal activists’ compliance with the Livestock Disease Control Act 1994, Livestock
Management Act 2010, and the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986
Livestock Disease Control Act 1994
An examination of this Act suggests that it currently provides few opportunities to capture as an
offence the potentially injurious activities of animal activists who may introduce disease on to
farms as a consequence of their illegal entry onto farms.
Part 8 Isolation of livestock
A person who owns or is in charge of, or who possesses or has control of, livestock or a
livestock product which the person knows or suspects is infected with a disease must keep
that livestock or livestock product separate from livestock or livestock products not infected
or not suspected to be infected with a disease.
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Part 8 only applies to persons who “own”, are “in charge of” or “possesses or has control of” and
appears to be largely irrelevant to activist activity.
However, this Act could potentially be used to provide for a new offence related to breaching
biosecurity through unauthorised entry onto a farm which has a set of defined biosecurity
measures in place.
Livestock Management Act 2010
This Act offers some protection against the deliberate or negligent introduction of disease or
injuries or deaths of animals resulting from an unauthorised farm entry, specifically at Division 6:
Division 6—Offence
50 Offence to endanger people or animals or risk disease
(1) A person who engages in a regulated livestock management activity must not knowingly,
negligently or recklessly act or fail to act in a manner that results in serious risk—
(a) to human health;
(b) to animal welfare; or
(c) to biosecurity; or
(d) of spreading disease.
Penalty:

in the case of a natural person, 60 penalty units;
in the case of a body corporate, 300 penalty units.

(2) A person does not commit an offence under subsection (1) if the person was—
(a) acting reasonably in good faith; or
(b) acting reasonably in the public interest.

Clause 50 (2) (b) allows an activist to avoid prosecution against an offence and exposure to
penalties by claiming that an unauthorised farm entry is motivated by the public interest,
irrespective of the damage done.
We would argue that this clause should be deleted. The appropriate action that should be taken
if a member of the public has suspicions concerning what is happening on a farm and whether
there may be breaches of law occurring on a farm, should be to alert the appropriate authorities,
and allow them to investigate.
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986
The Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act 1986 does not currently address the possibility of harm,
constituting cruelty, caused to animals as a result of the consequences of acts of activism. We
also do not feel it is an appropriate tool to manage the (presumed) inadvertent consequences of
activist activity on animal welfare.
Other relevant Acts
There is other Victorian legislation that currently provide potential protections against the
actions of animal activists, or which could be modified so that it does.
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Unauthorised property entries by animal rights activists in Victoria appear to be covered by the
following sections of the Summary Offences Act 1966:
PART I—PROVISIONS APPLICABLE THROUGHOUT VICTORIA
Division 2—General
Destroying, Damaging or Injuring Property—Trespass
9 Wilful destruction, damage etc. of property
(1) Any person who—
(c) wilfully injures or damages any property (whether private or public) the injury done being under the
value of $5000; or
(e) without express or implied authority given by the owner or occupier or given on behalf of the owner
or occupier by a person authorised to give it or without any other lawful excuse, wilfully enters any
private place or Scheduled public place, unless for a legitimate purpose; or
(f) neglects or refuses to leave a private place or Scheduled public place after being warned to do so by
the owner or occupier or a person authorised to give that warning on behalf of the owner or occupier,
unless the person has a lawful excuse; or
(g) without lawful excuse, enters any place (whether private or public) in a manner likely to cause a
breach of the peace or reasonable apprehension of a breach of the peace— shall be guilty of an offence.
Penalty: 25 penalty units or imprisonment for six months.

One penalty unit is currently $165.22 (from 1 July 2019 to 30 June 2020), so these 25 penalty units
total $ 4,130.50, assuming a maximum penalty is applied.
Another section of the Summary Offences Act 1966 relates to farm trespass on the part of people
entering properties for the purpose of ferreting during fire danger periods:
PART II—PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO SPECIAL LOCALITIES
Trespass for certain Purposes
50A Trespass—land used for primary production
(1) In this section unless inconsistent with the context or subject-matter primary production means
farming agricultural horticultural viticultural pastoral or grazing operation and without affecting the
generality of the foregoing provisions includes dairy farming poultry farming and bee farming
operations.
(5) Any person who within any district specified by proclamation made under this section and during
the fire danger period within the meaning of the Country Fire Authority Act 1958 engages in or enters
with the intention of ferreting on any land which is used in connexion with primary production without
the consent, express or implied, of the occupier of that land or of some person apparently authorized to
act on behalf of such occupier shall be guilty of an offence against this section and liable for a first
offence to a penalty of not more than 1 penalty unit and for a second or subsequent offence to a
penalty of not more than 5 penalty units.
(6) It shall be a defence to a prosecution for an offence against subsection (5) if the accused satisfies the
court that he did not actually engage in ferreting on that land but was approaching the residence of the
occupier of the land along a defined or customary path for the purpose of applying for such consent.
(7) Upon any proceedings for an offence against this section the burden of proving the consent of the
occupier of any land concerned or of any person apparently authorized to act on behalf of such occupier
shall be upon the person charged.
(8) Nothing in this section shall in any way limit or abridge any other civil or criminal proceeding in
relation to any such trespass.

While these clauses are currently irrelevant for the purposes of trespass by animal activists, the
section could potentially be adapted to cover such activities, by modification of clause (5) and
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deletion of clause (6). The penalties applying to offenses in this respect would also need to be
substantially increased.
Some protections for farmers from invasion of their privacy and intimidation may be afforded by
the Surveillance Devices Act 1999, the relevant parts and clauses of which are shown below.
PART 2—REGULATION OF INSTALLATION, USE AND MAINTENANCE OF SURVEILLANCE DEVICES
7. Regulation of installation, use and maintenance of optical surveillance devices
(1) Subject to sub-section (2), a person must not knowingly install, use or maintain an optical surveillance
device to record visually or observe a private activity to which the person is not a party, without the express or
implied consent of each party to the activity.

PART 3—RESTRICTION ON COMMUNICATION AND PUBLICATION OF PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS
AND ACTIVITIES
11. Prohibition on communication or publication of private conversations or activities
(1) Subject to sub-section (2), a person must not knowingly communicate or publish a record or report of a
private conversation or private activity that has been made as a direct or indirect result of the use of a listening
device, an optical surveillance device or a tracking device.
(2) Sub-section (1) does not apply—
(a) to a communication or publication made with the express or implied consent of each party to the private
conversation or private activity; or (b) to a communication or publication that is no more than is reasonably
necessary—
(i) in the public interest; or
…

Under this Act, a "private activity" is defined to mean an activity carried on in circumstances that
may reasonably be taken to indicate that the parties to it desire it to be observed only by
themselves, but does not include (a) an activity carried on outside a building; or (b) an activity
carried on in any circumstances in which the parties to it ought reasonably to expect that it may
be observed by someone else.
This definition would preclude clause 7 above from applying to unauthorised surveillance of the
farm or activities which take place outside the chicken barns. It may also preclude clause 7 from
applying to the installation and use of unauthorised surveillance devices inside chicken barns,
although it could be interpreted as applying if it is inevitable that the period under surveillance
takes place at times of day when the farmer or his staff would be expected to be inside the barn
undertaking routine flock and facility inspections and maintenance).
The prohibition on communication or publication of surveillance materials (clause 11 above)
likewise only applies to ‘private activities’. Therefore, activists who undertake unauthorised
surveillance on farms are essentially free to publish (on the internet or otherwise) images or
footage taken inside chicken barns, so long as they do not contain images of people, we
presume.
We emphasise that our concerns re the publication of images or footage derived from chicken
farms and other chicken production facilities are not driven by a desire to keep ‘secret’ from the
public what actually happens inside such facilities – there are plenty of websites that already
provide such opportunities (see here, for example https://www.chicken.org.au/video-library/).
Our primary concerns are that (a) unauthorised entry/ies onto a farm or other animal production
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facility would normally (but not always) be preceded by trespass (in order to install the
equipment), and (b) that such footage is frequently misused when it is published, for example by
using selected segments of the material to deliberately misrepresent the conditions or practices
on the property in order to portray the material as alarming, shocking, even as cruel, whereas if
assessed by a suitably qualified authority or in context, they would in fact represent good
practice. It is also of significant concern that images from unauthorised surveillance on one farm
or facility are often represented as having being from another farm or facility altogether, or
(from our experience) is extremely old footage which does not portray the farm of facility it is
attributed to as it is today (including its current owners and management).

The VCMC therefore contends that the laws relating to surveillance devices should be
significantly strengthened to ensure that unauthorised surveillance of farms and agricultural
facilities, and the publication of materials obtained by unauthorised surveillance on
farms/agricultural facilities, are captured as offences under Victoria’s Surveillance Devises laws.
More serious breaches of Victorian law resulting in property damage (where there was intent to
cause damage) or theft or burglary could presumably be subject to the provisions of the
Victorian Crimes Act 1958, although proving ‘intent’ to cause property damage, for example, in
the case of facility entry for the primary purpose of conducting protest action, may be
challenging.
d) The civil or criminal liability of individuals and organisations who promote or organise
participation in unauthorised animal activism activities
See above our analysis of the current liability for those that engage in such activities.
At the moment, there appear to be few legal disincentives for persons who promote or incite
unauthorised activities, such as farm trespass and farm break-ins resulting in property damage,
animal deaths and biosecurity breaches potentially leading to disease outbreaks. Promotion, or
incitement, of such activities can take a very subtle form. An obvious example is the publication
of details of where activists can locate farms, as per the ‘Aussie Farms’ map of Australian animal
facilities, and the encouragement of its users to ‘add to’ the information available on the site,
including addition of property-specific images, which in itself encourages users to ‘visit’ sites for
the purpose of capturing such images.
e) The incidences and responses of other jurisdictions in Australia and internationally
Several Australian states have already moved to strengthen their legislation in respect of
trespass on agricultural land. In particular, providing Police and other authorised officers with
the powers, under biosecurity legislation, to hand out significant, on-the-spot fines for activists
trespassing on agricultural lands seems to be a worthwhile approach which overcomes some of
the obstacles to enforcement action being taken through the courts, including the reluctance for
farmers to get behind such action through fear of ongoing targeting and ‘reprisal’ action.
The VCMC urges a consistent approach to be adopted across all states in terms of the laws
relating to trespass and activist activity on agricultural lands (and their enforcement), in order
that more lenient states do not become the focus for activism. It is the experience of the chicken
industry in Victoria that protesters often arrive in vehicles with Queensland plates, for example,
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and we believe that Victoria is considered an ‘easy target’ for these types of activities, largely due
to the weak laws and ineffectual prosecution of them.
f) Recommendations on how the Victorian Government and industry could improve protections
for farmers’ privacy, businesses, and the integrity of our biosecurity system and animal
welfare outcomes, whether through law reform or other measures
More disincentives for breaking the laws, including higher penalties for trespassing on
agricultural land, must be considered by the Victorian Government. Equally important is that
Police actually enforce the laws and take compliance action, rather than simply responding to
incidents of unlawful activist activity by moving activists on.
The Victorian Government should perhaps consider some of the recent changes to the laws and
penalties introduced in other states with respect to trespass on agricultural lands. We believe onthe spot fines for trespassing on farms or other agricultural facilities are a positive move in this
respect.
It is important that, in developing new laws, that ‘commercial damage’ should not be necessary
for such laws to apply. Proof of the animal welfare and health consequences of farm trespass is
often difficult to obtain - especially evidence of disease or food safety consequence of
biosecurity breaches, because they may only become apparent several weeks after the breach
occurs (because they require viral or bacterial replication to build the load of pathogen to a level
in which the disease become apparent); indeed, the consequences may not ever become
‘visible’ in the case of a food safety pathogen. Harassment and intimidation of farmers and their
families and staff in the course of their pursuit of lawful animal production business, may not
necessarily result in commercial damage, but can none-the-less severely affect peoples’ health
and psychological well-being.
Consideration should therefore be given to the introduction of laws that deter (a) the incitement
or promotion of trespass onto agricultural lands, and (b) the conduct of protest action at
agricultural facilities, which do not necessarily involve trespass, where the action leads to
significant potential risk of injury to human, animals and commercial damage resulting from the
disruption to the conduct of a business operating lawfully, or result in harassment and
intimidation of persons carrying out a lawful agricultural business.
Conclusions
The welfare of chickens in their care is of critical importance to both chicken farmers and chicken
processing companies. While minimum standards for the housing, management and
transportation of meat chickens and breeders are laid down in Government and industryendorsed voluntary Codes of Practice and regulatory standards designed to safeguard their
welfare, VCMC members also endeavor to meet community expectations for the humane
treatment of these birds. That means maintaining the chickens in their care in an environment
where they are comfortable, protected from injury, pain and predation, fed optimally and able to
express important social and other behaviours appropriate to their age. Proper care goes beyond
just keeping birds healthy.
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